Project Manager
Redevco at a glance
Redevco is a real estate investment management company with a clear focus on vibrant places
across Europe. Redevco is part of COFRA Holding AG which is founded by the Brenninkmeijer
family owners. As the partner in urban real estate we invest in properties with a view to developing
future-proof buildings in dynamic urban locations where people want to live, work and play. Our
specialist investment strategies, local real estate knowledge and the scale of our Pan-European
platform enable us to create value for both our investor clients and occupiers. Our highly
experienced professionals purchase, develop, let and manage properties, ensuring that the
portfolios optimally reflect the needs of our clients. We believe in long-term investments where
quality and sustainability are key. We have close to 300 assets under management with a total
portfolio value of about €7.4 billion.

About Redevco Germany
Redevco Germany consist of a team of 30 professionals who takes care of Redevco’s assets
under management in Germany. The high-calibre portfolio comprises around 46 prime properties
in dominant German retail locations. Within the scope of our growth strategy we have embarked
on an ambitious expansion programme to grow and diversify its portfolio to around €10 billion and
to change from being a retail specialist into a multi-sector and multi-client real estate investment
manager focusing on the urban area. We concentrate on urban real estate in the 50 most
important German cities

The job
Redevco Germany is looking for a Project Manager to strengthen our Global Asset Management
team.
The Project Manager reports directly to the Portfolio Director Germany and requires someone who
is able to be creative, work independently, has strong project management skills and likes to get
things done. Profound knowledge of HOAI / AHO / VOB and a solid track record of
developments.
You are providing the relevant input to the Asset Manager in the construction process of the Asset
Business Plans. You are also overseeing the execution of relevant value protection and
enhancement initiatives with respective internal and external parties. As a Project Manager you
are responsible for overall performance of agreed initiatives, operating within budget and time
including control of qualitative, technical and construction requirements.
You’ll be based in our office in Dusseldorf. Fluent in German and proficient in English is a must.
For more information please contact Edith Verbossen (sr. HR Business Partner) at our Redevco
Service Office in Amsterdam. Applications can be send to Edith Verbossen.
T + 31 20 561 12 22
E edith.verbossen@redevco.com

